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	An extraordinary compendium of information on herbal medicine, Medicinal Plants of the World, Volume 3 comprehensively documents the medicinal value of 16 major plant species widely used around the world in medical formulations. The book's exhaustive summary of available scientific data for the plants provides detailed information on how each plant is used in different countries, describing both traditional therapeutic applications and what is known from its use in clinical trials. A comprehensive bibliography of over 3000 references cites the literature available from a wide range of disciplines. This book offers an unprecedented collection of vital scientific information for pharmacologists, herbal medicine practitioners, drug developers, medicinal chemists, phytochemists, toxicologists, and researchers who want to explore the use of plant materials for medicinal and related purposes.
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Engineering Documentation Control Handbook, 3rd EditionWilliam Andrew Publishing, 2008
The wide acceptance of this book has been very gratifying. This work seems to have taken on a life of its own. The publisher wrote: “Your book over the last year has resulted in the most ‘Buy This Book’ links of our entire catalog … It is very well received by the ‘Googleites.’ ” Sales have exceeded 10,000...
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C For Dummies, 2nd EditionFor Dummies, 2004
Come “C” what all the excitement’s about! C programs are fast, concise, and  versatile, and you’ll be writing them in no time. This friendly book unlocks the  mysteries of coding, compiling, adding comments, and using keywords, I/O,  variables, integers, and all the rest. You’ll write your first C program before...
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Encyclopedia of Digital GovernmentIGI Global, 2006
and interact with their stakeholders. This explains why digital government or electronic government (e-government) has become one of the most important topics in the public sector reform agenda. Such an e-transformation in government and public governance has its roots in the 1950s when some few professionals and academics started to speak about...
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Embedded Systems DictionaryCMP Books, 2003
This authoritative work defines the meaning and usage of 2,800 of the most-used terms in embedded systems in a way that serves technical and non-technical audiences alike. The primary definition is a concise statement of that term’s meaning tailored to the needs of less technical readers. Engineers, technical writers, and others will find...
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IT Administrator's Top Ten Introductory Scripts for Windows (Administrator's Advantage Series)Charles River, 2004
A key problem with Microsoft Windows is that its friendly user interface can get in the way of efficient system administration. There's no easy way, for example, to use the graphical administration tools to determine which of your users have passwords that will soon expire. The answers to such problems of administration come in the form of scripts...
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Healthy Meal Prep: Fitness Cookbook for Fitness BuffsIndependent Publishers Group, 2019

	If you have been trying to get fit over the last couple of weeks, then you need a guide that will help to ensure you are eating as healthy as possible.

	

	That is where this fitness cookbook can help.

	

	Throughout the pages of this fitness cookbook, you will learn how to cook healthy and delicious dishes such...
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